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TSUNAMIS AND CREATION 

We trust you find the following compilation of 3 articles by different authors of benefit in dealing with the cause and consequence of the world's most recent international disaster. Copyright belongs to the original authors. Figures are accurate as at the date of publishing 3rd February 2005.

ARTICLE 1
A TSUNAMI, A SOVEREIGN GOD AND 5 WEEKS ON by John Mackay, International Director of Creation Research

Islands moved by up to 20m. The maps need to be redrawn. The final death count may be over 300,000. The outpouring of aid for Asian Tsunami victims has been amazing. The media has used everything from home video to satellite photography, dressed up with millions of words to vividly capture the essence of a natural disaster that has devastated many nations.

In the midst of this tragedy and sorrow of the Boxing Day 2004 Tsunami, can anything helpful and positive be said and done from a Christian Creation based perspective?

In the last book of the New Testament Jesus puts a future severe earthquake into perspective when he states that a quake as big as the one He predicts, has not been seen "since men were upon the earth." (Revelation 16:18)

Ponder the implication!  Here we have the Creator of Life prophetically commenting that in the last days of this planet's history, there will be an earthquake greater than any that has occurred since man was created. Have you seen the implication yet? Earthquakes did happen before man was on the earth. Day 3 of Creation when the Lord lifted up the dry land and called it earth would have been the most obvious source of earth movement prior to the creation of man (Genesis 1:9-13).

Raising up a pre-flood continent from underneath water which covered the entire planet, must have been a spectacular and global tectonic event. The tidal waves and erosion potential that occurred in that one 24 hour period must have been almost beyond imagination. But as there was no life on the planet, there was no fossil formation at all. The planet God was making was
very good and that did not include death or suffering.

One thing that may help us consider God's relationship to Natural Disasters which do produce profound death and suffering in the present world, is to put the current Tsunami into perspective. In 1970 the storm surge in Bangladesh killed over 300,000 people with another 200,000 dying in flow-on from water borne diseases. In 1976 the Tangshan earthquake killed vast numbers. A quick check on the USGS website says the official death toll from that one earthquake in China was 255,000 people. Almost nobody in the west took much notice.  In Asia alone between 1987 and 1997, 228,000 died in floods, most of which received only brief coverage and certainly no multinational financial appeals.

The present Tsunami with its death rate expected to reach well over 200,000 is not therefore outstanding, except in one regard. The interest of western media stands in stark contrast to their previous coverage of disasters which had greater death tolls but were largely ignored.  Then there's the amazing flow on of unprecedented sympathy, generosity and fund-raising coming largely from the Western world with its background of Christian culture, even though it is mostly Muslim countries that have been affected.

Cynics amongst us could point to perhaps a singular difference between this Tsunami and previous greater disasters, which may explain media attention and support.  For the first time the devastation involved comparatively rich western tourists doing their thing in popular and expensive Asian holiday play spots that a one world system wants to rebuild and keep open for their future amusement. Western political leaders could also be accused of seeing an opportunity to expand democracy and weaken fundamentalist Islam by buying favour with aid. 

There was also one other media phenomena from 26th December easily missed. In the world's media reporting of the event to January 5th, we found only one reference comparing the Tsunami to the flood which wiped out more than 99.9% of the entire human population. The Jerusalem Post had a brief quote from a Zake Chieftain in Thailand, who stated that the Tsunami was "like the aftermath of Noah's flood".  The emphasis in the world’s media has been on a natural disaster with a capital N. It's been mostly portrayed as a mindless happening of mother nature - just the way it is - earth's like that - without plan or purpose!

World Reports - Disasters on the Increase

It doesn't take much searching to reach web pages, such as the University of Wisconsin Disaster Management Centre Course on Natural Hazards. On page 3 we discover that "natural disasters are increasing, both in number and people affected. The disasters that have increased during the past decade include floods, storms, earthquakes, Tsunamis, and droughts. Only in less important categories such as epidemics, avalanches and fires has there been some decrease."  A quick visit to other sites such as Environment Canada or the 
United Nations or Cambridge Reports, provides the conclusion "natural disasters are on the increase". Environment Canada claims that in 2002 alone there were 50 more "natural disasters" in Canada than the average for the 1990's.

Watery Biblical Prophecies

Is this latest disaster, on top of the increasing number of disasters in the past decade, yet another proof that Biblical prophecies about end times are correct?  Let's read some to check.  Speaking about end times in Luke 21:8-11, Jesus told His disciples, “And great earthquakes shall be in divers places, and famines, and pestilences; and fearful sights and great signs shall there be from heaven." KJV

In Luke 21:25-26 Christ provides an interesting comment on the role of the sea in the last days. Jesus said: "And there shall be signs upon the earth distress of nations, with perplexity; the sea and the waves roaring; Men's hearts failing them for fear." KJV

Matthew 24:6-8 also records Jesus end time teaching about how these natural disasters are just the start. He said: "there shall be famines, and pestilences, and earthquakes, in divers places. All these are the beginning of sorrows." KJV

And finally the Christ of the Book of Revelation Chapter 16:18-20, reveals a fascinating movement of the earth and sea that's very relevant to this Tsunami. "and there was a great earthquake, such as was not since men were upon the earth, so mighty an earthquake, and so great"..  And every island fled away, and the mountains were not found." KJV

It is unpopular to mention it, but the Bible's position is clear – all Natural disasters are the inevitable long term result of man's original sin in the Garden of Eden. The first earthquakes that would have seriously affected mankind would probably have commenced when the fountains of the deep broke open at the start of Noah's flood. The resulting Tsunamis experienced by man would have been impressive, along with the ultimate flooding that wiped out more than 99.9% of the population, leaving only 8 survivors. The massive shifting of sediment during the year of the Flood, combined with global tectonic movement, have been the trigger for the instability which has resulted in making earthquakes a fact of history from
then till now. 

In conclusion:
Four Christian principles come to mind.

1. We can weep with those who weep. (Romans 12:15)
2. We can avoid just saying God bless you when people need real practical help. (James 2:16)
3. We do need to resist the temptation to say why a sovereign God sent such a natural disaster on Banda Aceh unless He personally has made a specific pronouncement to the world. 	
4. And lastly, we should continue to investigate how, when and where Tsunamis and other natural disasters fit a Biblical world view prophecy.


ARTICLE 2
GOD AND THE TSUNAMI by R. Albert Mohler, Jr. President of The Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville, Kentucky. 

The scale of suffering and the magnitude of the disaster in Southeast Asia defy the imagination. This much is clear--the direct death toll from this disaster already exceeds 280,000, and the magnitude of this disaster is multiplied when we realize that the very areas most devastated by the tsunamis are among the most impoverished and helpless regions of the earth. On December 26, families were washed away, children were ripped from their parents' arms, and suffering beyond description settled upon the earth. Why?

At the first level, the scientific explanation seems clear. A massive earthquake, registering over 9.0 on the Richter scale, occurred more than six miles beneath the surface of the Pacific, just off the Indonesian island of Sumatra. The sliding of tectonic plates beneath the surface of the ocean led to massive devastation and a tidal wave of grief and questions. 

How do Christians explain this kind of suffering? What do we have to say about the meaning of an event like this? In short order, questions like these found their way to the front pages of the newspapers and the front lines of our cultural conversation. All too soon, confusion was evident, as various religious leaders offered advice and counsel. 

Writing in The Guardian, reporter Martin Kettle put the problem in clear form: "Earthquakes and the belief in the judgment of God are, indeed, very hard to reconcile. However, no religion that offers an explanation of the world can avoid making some kind of an attempt to fit the two together." As Kettle asserted, "as with previous earthquakes, any explanation of this latest one poses us a sharp intellectual choice. Either there is an entirely natural explanation for it, or there is some other kind. " 

For the atheist or agnostic, the natural explanation will suffice. Those who hold to a naturalistic and materialistic worldview will simply see this disaster as one more meaningless event taking place in a meaningless universe. 

The challenge to the Christian faith is clear, even as it is often crudely put forth by secular critics. If God is both omnipotent and benevolent, how can disasters like this happen? 

An example of how not to give a Christian answer was provided by the Archbishop of Canterbury, Rowan Williams. Writing in The Sunday Telegraph, Williams said this: "Every single random, accidental death is something that should upset a faith bound up with comfort and ready answers. Faced with the paralyzing magnitude of a disaster like this, we naturally feel more deeply outraged--and also more deeply helpless. We can't see how this is going to
be dealt with, we can't see how to make it better. We know, with a rather sick feeling, that we shall have to go on facing it and we can't make it go away or make ourselves feel good." The newspaper headlined the archbishop's column, "Of Course This Makes Us Doubt God's Existence." 

After the article was published, the archbishop protested the headline, and his spokesman claimed that the paper's characterization of the archbishop's article was "a misrepresentation of the archbishop's views". In response, the paper, speaking on behalf of its readers as well as its editors, observed, "His prose is so obscure, his thought processes so hard to follow, that his message is often unclear". In exasperation, the paper simply concluded, "If Dr. Williams hopes to teach and inspire his flock, he really must learn to express himself more clearly. Otherwise he will be forever doomed to be the victim of his own erudition." 

In Australia, much closer to the tragedy, the Anglican Dean of Sydney, Phillip Jensen, explained that natural disasters are a part of God's warning that judgment is coming. Jensen was right of course, as Jesus Himself pointed to natural disasters as a warning to human beings of our own mortality and of the coming judgment of God. Nevertheless, this was too much for more liberal churchmen in Australia who described Jensen's comments as "a rather horrible belief when you begin to think about it." 

Well, that's orthodox Christian theology, when you think about it. Jesus clearly warned His disciples that famines and earthquakes, along with wars and other ominous phenomena, would be the "birth pangs" of coming tribulation and judgment [Matthew 24:7-8]. This is no time for theological hand-wringing and evasion. A great tragedy like this is often the catalyst for bad theology offered as soothing counsel from religious professionals. 

A faithful Christian response will affirm the true character and power of God--His omnipotence and His benevolence. God is in control of the entire universe, and there is not even a single atom outside His sovereignty. And God's goodness and love are beyond question. The Bible leaves no room for equivocation on either truth. We must speak where the Bible speaks, and be silent where the Scripture is silent. Christians must avoid offering explanations when God has not revealed an explanation. 

Finally, Christians must respond to a crisis like this by weeping with those who weep, by praying with fervent faithfulness, by offering concrete assistance in Christ's name and, most importantly, by bearing bold witness to the Gospel of Jesus Christ--the only way to bring life out of death. 

ARTICLE 3 
GOD AND TSUNAMIS by Randall Hardy (Creation Research UK).

The December 26/04 earthquake under the Indian Ocean has sent shock waves around the world as well as a tsunami across its surface. Kofi Annan, Secretary-General of the United Nations, stated "This is an unprecedented, global catastrophe and it requires an unprecedented, global response." Is this true? Further, given the widespread loss of life and incredible devastation in multiple communities, how should Bible believing Christians respond amidst the emotional upsurge we have all witnessed?

I am not sure if Annan's upbringing would have exposed him to the Biblical account of a cataclysm of truly global proportions. But it is highly probable that he will by now be aware of the Scripture's record of a Flood which destroyed the earth and from which just eight people were rescued. No doubt though, in common with many today, he regards it as just a story. His
memory of recent history seems also somewhat suspect as he seems to have forgotten the July 1976 earthquake in Tangshan, China. On that occasion around 225,000 are known to have died, but unofficial estimates consider the death toll to have been as high as 655,000. However, that earthquake did not have the same global news impact as 26 Dec. 2004.

Current estimates of the number killed by the tsunami are now touching 300,000. Awful as this is, it is nothing compared to the annihilation of the whole global population on the day the Flood began. Jesus emphasised the suddenness of their death saying, "until the day that Noah entered the ark, and the flood came and destroyed them all." (Luke 17:27). Many survived the tsunami even though it took their friends and family away in an instant. Secondly, the waves seem to have penetrated no more than a few miles inland. After the Biblical Cataclysm, the depth of water increased to cover every mountain. Thirdly, whilst we have seen pictures of buildings and vehicles broken apart by the force of the water, there have been no reports of the land being ripped up or great depths of mud deposited. The Bible tells us that the earth was destroyed by the events from which Noah was sheltered in the ark. Certainly the single continent which had been Noah's original home was no longer and the instability which has shaped our modern globe had begun - this same instability which is responsible for today's seismic events.

Does the understanding that this event is not unprecedented equip Christians to offer their friends and neighbours any help in coming to terms with its awfulness? Perhaps it is a sign of how secular our society has become, but the media here in Britain has not repeatedly raised the ageless question, "If God is love, why.?". Neither have I been asked it personally, but it is
certain that many have had this or a similar question put to them. There has only been one item in regard to the Christian faith which the British press have repeatedly referred to and that was an article by the leader of the world-wide Anglican Church. The Archbishop of Canterbury, Rowan Williams, wrote a newspaper article under the title, "Of course this makes us doubt God's existence." (Sunday Telegraph 2/1/05) By allowing this and endless other examples of suffering has The LORD negated His description as a God of love? Should we, when faced with events of this magnitude and horror, question the existence of God or question our understanding of Him? It was a similar event, the Lisbon earthquake of 1755 and the resulting tsunamis which struck not only Europe and Africa, but caused flooding in America and the Caribbean, which prompted Voltaire and others to question the institutionalised religion of their day. Voltaire, who always considered himself a deist, by the time of his death was seen as the undisputed leader of the "Age of Enlightenment". Out of this has come the rise of secularism which now dominates Western societies. Such chains of events demonstrate that it is important that Christians know how to respond to those who question their God's existence as a result of such catastrophes.

Life taking disasters are not new. Luke 13 records the occasion when Jesus was asked about the death of some Galileans at the hand of Pilate. His response was to ask his questioners whether they thought that these people, or another group which had died when a tower fell on them, were worse sinners than any other people? He knew they were not, but emphasised the message which spiritually wise people will heed from such terrible events, "I tell you, no; but unless you repent you will all likewise perish." Can we as Christians be bold enough to follow His example and remind people of their own need to humble themselves before their Creator before it is too late?

Our responsibilities do not stop there though. We must also warn people that, as the planet is more and more weighed down by human sin, the frequency and size of such catastrophes will increase. Jesus describes such sorrows as birth pains, which as every mother knows, come more frequently and increase in intensity until the moment of deliverance is reached. Three of the four gospels record Jesus' teaching about the rise in global suffering before His return. These are not just what we would call "natural" disasters, but also wars - which are direct expressions of human greed and arrogance. Why has the international community been so slow to respond to 70,000 deaths in Darfur? Is the United Nations able to achieve its foundational hope of bringing peace to the world, or is that only to be accomplished when Jesus Christ returns as King of Kings?

We do not know how long it will be before Christ returns to this earth. However, His teaching is clear that before He does global suffering will increase far beyond what we care to imagine. How should Christians respond to disasters now and in the future? Whilst we must not harden our hearts towards those who are suffering through bereavement or injury in the aftermath of this terrible event, we should not get carried along with the surge of human emotion which accredits them with greater significance than they have. Should we, as others have done, question our Heavenly Father's existence in its wake? Or should we, as Jesus did, warn people that those who were killed by it were no more guilty of sin than anyone else and that their unexpected deaths should be a catalyst which provokes many to stop living as if God was dead? Perhaps too, we should tell them of Jesus' prophecies that these events will increase as His return approaches. He described the terror of coming days as truly unprecedented - except for the Cataclysm through which Noah was saved.

"And there will be signs in the sun, in the moon, and in the stars; and on the earth distress of nations, with perplexity, the sea and the waves roaring; men's hearts failing them from fear and the expectation of those things which are coming on the earth, for the powers of heaven will be shaken." Jesus Christ - Luke 21:25 & 26.



